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StatSVN: Statistics for SVN Repositories Based
on the Open Source Project StatCVS
Jason Kealey and Gunter Mussbacher

Abstract—Effective project management requires reliable and
accurate software metrics in order to make informed decisions
about a software project. This paper introduces StatSVN, a new
open source software metrics tool which calculates lines of code
(LOC) metrics from Subversion (SVN) repositories. The software
design of StatSVN is based on the design of the open source
StatCVS by implementing a new input layer for SVN repositories
but reusing the model and output layers of StatCVS. Major
design decisions made for StatSVN are explained and the new
tool is validated by comparing metrics compiled by StatSVN with
metrics compiled by StatCVS.
Index Terms—Software Metrics, Configuration Management
Systems, SVN, CVS, Subversion, Open Source Software,
StatCVS

I. INTRODUCTION

S

OFTWARE metrics give the project manager the means to
assess the state of a software project more accurately and
reliably. Based on this data, the project manager can then
make decisions regarding the project in a more educated way.
One such metric is lines of code (LOC). Although LOC do not
illustrate the complexity of a piece of software, they are a
useful technique to measure a project’s size and its evolution
over time. Using a configuration management system (CMS),
LOC metrics can be calculated for all revisions in a repository.
These metrics combined allow the depiction of the history of a
project, directory, or file. Furthermore, historical LOC metrics
can then also be compiled for each contributor to the CMS.
Subversion (SVN) [15] is an open source CMS which
addresses some of the shortcomings of the popular open
source tool CVS (Concurrent Versions System) [3]. It is a
rather recent development – its beginnings can be traced back
to early 2003 – and good open source metrics tools are not yet
available for SVN. With our tool, StatSVN, we aim to change
this.
Our main goal is to provide LOC metrics for software
projects that use SVN for configuration management. There
are, however, secondary goals which have to be considered
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for this project. We have received strong encouragement to
support the open source community. Reducing effort is always
an issue and more so in a time-constrained project such as
ours. Finally, it is important to ensure that the initial feature
set can be increased over time to make use of new SVN
functionality. The oval-shaped goal nodes in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and
Fig. 3 represent our four goals.
Note that Fig. 1 to Fig. 5 have been created according to the
User Requirements Notation (URN) with the jUCMNav tool
(for more information on the notation and tool see [1], [8], [9],
[10], [16], and [17]).
There are several alternatives to consider regarding the
development of this new tool (see the or-breakdown of the
main goal into hexagon-shaped task nodes in Fig. 1, Fig. 2,
and Fig. 3). The tool could be built from scratch or could be
based on other tools already available (see section II for
details about such tools). Commercially available SVN tools
are unfortunately closed source and are therefore not further
taken into account (see the Break contribution of based on
commercial SVN tools to support open source in Fig. 1). All other
alternatives support open source (see four Make contributions
in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Assessment of Alternatives for “Support Open Source”

Building from scratch requires the most effort and therefore
is not a viable option in the context of this project (see Hurt
contribution in Fig. 2). The current open source SVN tools
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that provide metrics about repositories either do not provide
LOC metrics or do not offer as many features as StatCVS
[13]. These tools will consequently require less effort (see
Help contribution in Fig. 2) than building from scratch but
more effort than approaches based on StatCVS (see two Make
contributions in Fig. 2). Therefore, we decided to implement
StatSVN based on StatCVS.
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in the future (see Help contribution in Fig. 3). Initially, only a
subset of the functionality of StatCVS will be supported. For
an exact listing of all features of StatCVS and the intended
features of StatSVN see section II.
The remainder of the document gives an overview of the
differences between CVS and SVN, lists the features of
StatCVS, and compares existing SVN metrics tools in Section
II. Section III first summarizes the design of StatCVS and
then details the changes as well as major design decisions
made for StatSVN. Section IV validates our approach by
comparing the outputs of StatSVN against the outputs of
StatCVS. Finally, section V summarizes our contributions and
identifies future work.

II. BACKGROUND

Fig. 2. Assessment of Alternatives for “Reduce Effort”

Fig. 3. Assessment of Alternatives for “Increase Feature Set”

Two alternative solutions based on StatCVS were
discussed. The SVN log file generated by SVN could be
converted by a preprocessor into a CVS log file. This causes
problems going forward as some features of SVN are not
supported by CVS. It may not be possible to express these
features with a CVS log. Furthermore, changes to the StatCVS
implementation may be required (see Hurt contribution in Fig.
3). Therefore, we decided to adapt StatCVS for our purposes
by rewriting the input layer of StatCVS as a first step. Such an
approach does not preclude the addition of new SVN features

In order to understand the design decisions for StatSVN, it
is necessary to consider the differences between CVS and
SVN. Even more importantly, both the CVS and SVN log file
formats have to be discussed, as both StatCVS and StatSVN
base their metrics calculation on log file analysis. Both tools
calculate metrics in similar ways, first requiring a checkout of
the project to be analyzed into a working directory. The
metrics are then generated with the help of the log file, the
working directory, and the repository. The following
discussion of CVS vs. SVN is not exhaustive but rather
focuses on the differences which have an impact on the
calculation of LOC metrics from log files. In general, log files
have entries which identify “add”, “modify”, and “delete”
actions in the repository.
a) SVN’s revision numbers are per-commit, corresponding
to atomic commits. CVS’s revision numbers are per-file.
Therefore, the SVN log is organized by commit, not per file.
b) Directories are versioned in SVN. Therefore, actions on
directories appear in the log. These entries only implicitly
define actions on files while CVS logs explicitly mention such
files.
c) Renames are versioned in SVN and the history of the file
is retained. This is not supported by CVS and therefore not
taken into account by StatCVS. A CVS log simply shows that
one file was deleted and another was added. The SVN log
contains such entries for renamed files which will have to be
interpreted appropriately.
d) File meta-data ("properties") are versioned in SVN. This
is not supported by CVS. If such properties are changed, the
SVN log contains an entry which has to be interpreted as a
change where no lines were added or removed.
e) As SVN replaces CVS’s symbolic names for tags with an
underlying "copy" operation to a user-specified directory, the
handling of tags is simplified. The SVN log, however, does
not contain any symbolic names or explicit tags since it simply
shows the copied files and directories. This makes the
identification of releases considerably more difficult.
f) As SVN replaces CVS’s branches with an underlying
"copy" operation to a user-specified directory, the handling of
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branches is simplified. The SVN log, however, does not
contain any explicit branches since it simply shows the copied
files and directories. A limitation of StatCVS is that it only
takes the main branch into account and ignores side branches.
In the case of StatSVN, the user can decide what to include in
the report since metrics are always compiled for a specific
directory, regardless of it being the main branch, a side
branch, or the root directory.
g) The SVN log does not indicate binary files whereas the
CVS log does. Binary files have to be identified through other
means for StatSVN.
h) Finally, the SVN log does not contain counts for lines
added and removed by a revision. A feature request in this
regard has already been turned down by the developers of
SVN [14]. This has the biggest impact of all differences since
line counts now have to be retrieved by a “diff” operation on
the repository server. As this is a very expensive operation, we
expect it to be StatSVN’s limiting factor in terms of
scalability.
TABLE 1
FEATURES OF STATCVS AND STATSVN
Feature

StatSVN

StatCVS

Historical LOC metrics for project
Historical LOC metrics for directories
Historical LOC metrics for files
Historical LOC metrics for authors
Commit Log with LOC changes
Accurate LOC for existing files
Accurate LOC for deleted files
Metrics for main branch and side branches
Support for binary files
Support for renamed, copied, and replaced files
Configurable input log file
Configurable “working copy” directory
Configurable output directory
Configurable caching directory
Support for include and exclude file patterns
Identification of releases (symbolic names)
Configurable start and end date of report
Configurable title and description of project
Configurable css file
Optional logging (verbose/debug)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Partial
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

a

Support for ViewVC
a
Support for CvsWeb
a
Support for Chora
Support for Ant task

b

N/A
Yes
Yes

a
ViewVC [18] (formerly ViewCVS), CvsWeb [6], and Chora [2] are webbased tools for browsing SVN or CVS repositories.
b
CvsWeb does not support SVN.

Table 1 lists the features provided by StatCVS and intended
for StatSVN. StatSVN supports most features of StatCVS.
The following paragraphs discuss the features which are not
supported by StatSVN or features with a difference in support
between StatCVS and StatSVN.
Accurate LOC for deleted files—Both tools only provide
accurate LOC if the file still exists in the working copy of the

current revision. This is due to the calculation of LOC which
starts with the latest version of a file and works its way back
to the first version using the counts for added and removed
lines. If the latest version is not available (as is the case with
deleted files), StatCVS only approximates the LOC of the file.
StatSVN is intended to do the same, but this could be
improved by querying the repository server. Such an approach
may cause only a small additional performance loss since
“diff” operations already have to be performed on the server.
Deleted files are important in our analysis because the
statistical engine displays a project’s evolution, not only its
most recent state.
Metrics for main branch and side branches—StatSVN
compiles metrics for a directory regardless of whether it is the
main branch, a side branch, or a tagged release. This feature,
however, is only supported partially since the files in branches
or tags are interpreted as new files without taking their history
into account. StatCVS compiles metrics for the main branch
only.
Support for binary files—Neither StatCVS nor StatSVN
supports line counts on binary files which are deemed to
contain zero lines. Binary files, however, are listed in the
commit logs.
Support for renamed, copied, and replaced files—The
initial version of StatSVN is not intended to support renamed,
copied, and replaced files. Similarly to StatCVS, such files are
treated as new files without taking their history into account.
However, it is possible to do so and should be considered for
future versions.
Configurable caching directory—StatCVS does not need to
query the server for any additional information, and therefore
does not need a directory to cache such information for
performance reasons.
Identification of releases (symbolic names)—As the
identification of releases is difficult, StatSVN is not intended
to include this feature in its initial version. It, however, seems
possible to do so and should be considered for future versions.
Configurable start and end date of report—StatCVS allows
reports for given start and end dates indirectly by restricting
the entries in the log file to a date range. The initial version of
StatSVN does not provide this feature. Future versions may
support it if start and end dates are provided as command line
parameters because SVN log files cannot be restricted to a
certain date range. The usefulness of such a feature, however,
is still being discussed.
In summary, the initial version of StatSVN will offer all
features of StatCVS listed in Table 1 except identification of
releases and configurable start and end dates. The initial
version also deals with all differences discussed in II.a) to
II.h) except for support of renamed, copied, and replaced files
(II.c) and the aforementioned identification of releases (II.e).
Other metrics tools for SVN exist but quality tools are rare
since SVN is relatively new. The most promising competitor
is integrated into the Polarion [12] web-based software project
management framework. However, it is not open source nor is
it free to use. Furthermore, it can produce statistics only for
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users of the Polarion framework.
Open source alternatives worth mentioning are MPY SVN
Stats [11] and CVSAnalY [5], both of which offer a similar
feature set. The main problem with these tools is they do not
take LOC metrics into account for SVN repositories. Finally,
GForce [7] is an open source collaborative software
development tool which offers LOC metrics for SVN
repositories using PHP scripts which dynamically query the
repository. It suffers from very poor usability because of its
latency and lack of a high-level view of the repository
activity.

III. APPROACH
As a first step, the source code of StatCVS was analyzed to
verify that the input package is sufficiently separated from the
model package and output layer of StatCVS. Note that the
output layer contains several packages which together form a
cohesive unit. The following architectural design decisions
were recovered:
a) Only Main.generateDefaultHTMLSuite() uses the input
package.
b) Only the input package uses the model package to create
the representation of the repository.
c) The output layer only retrieves information from the
model package but does not add anything to it (note that
ModulePage in the output layer does create new commits with
Commit() and Commit.addRevision() but only to duplicate a subset
of already available information relevant to a particular
directory).
d) The purpose of the ant and util packages is evident
through their respective names. These two packages have only
a minor impact on the required changes for StatSVN and are
therefore out of scope for this document.
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HTML suite is generated by first parsing through the CVS log
file (CvsLogfileParser.parse), then creating the model
(createCVSContent), and finally creating the output
(createHTMLSuite). CvsLogfileParser.parse provides (build*) data
to several builders (*Builder) which interact with the model to
create the representation of the repository (create*). During the
last step, createHTMLSuite retrieves the repository information
(get*) and uses it to populate the output.
The design of StatCVS makes use of the MVC pattern. Main
is a very slim controller since StatCVS is not an interactive
application. The output layer represents the view. The model in
the design of StatCVS is the model in the pattern. The builder
pattern has also been applied several times in the input package
to further separate the objects in the model package from their
construction process.
As we wanted to reuse as much of the existing code as
possible, the decision was taken to not make any changes to
the model package and output layer. Furthermore, the builders
are to be modified minimally and ideally only CvsLogfileParser
is to be replaced by SvnLogfileParser. Considering time
constraints, it was also decided to simply rename CVS classes
to SVN classes and modify the renamed classes. This was
done instead of more sophisticated refactoring which would
have introduced subclasses for CVS specific and SVN specific
behavior.

Fig. 5. Details of SvnLogfileParser

Fig. 4. Overview of StatCVS

Fig. 4 shows the main use case of StatCVS. After parsing
the command line (CommandLineParser.parse), the default

The eventual design of StatSVN closely followed the above
mentioned rules even though three factors complicated the
scenario. First, performance testing revealed serious delays for
“diff” operations required to retrieve line counts. The decision
was taken to persist line counts (see section II.h). Second,
binary files have to be identified by querying SVN metainformation in the local working copy of the repository. As
this only works for files which are not deleted, the decision
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was taken to also persist the binary status (see section II.g).
Third, implicit actions on files have to be derived from actions
on directories. This requires further processing of the data
from the SVN log (see section II.b). All other supported
changes due to the differences of SVN log files and CVS log
files required relatively minor changes to the implementation
of StatCVS and did not have an impact on its overall structure.
Fig. 5 shows the details of SvnLogFileParser which replaced
CvsLogfileParser and the parse and build* responsibilities in Fig.
4. There are four steps to the gathering of repository
information for StatSVN. First, the list of binary files is
compiled using the local working copy (getBinaryFiles).
Second, the SVN log file is parsed (parseSvnLog). Third, file
actions implicitly defined in the SVN log file are handled
(handleImplicitActions). Fourth, line count information is
collected (handleLineCounts).
Steps two, three, and four forward data to the builders
(build*). The second step parseSvnLog requires the help of the
RepositoryFileManager to retrieve the binary status (isBinary).
The fourth step handleLineCounts parses the cache file to
retrieve persisted line counts and binary status data. If
revisions are still missing line count data, the
RepositoryFileManager once again helps with retrieving the
data. This involves accessing the SVN server in order to
perform a “diff” operation (getLineDiff). At the end, the line
counts and binary status data is resaved to make the newly
collected line counts and binary status data available to the
next execution of StatSVN (writeCacheFile).
During the fourth step, line count data is deemed missing
and a “diff” operation will be performed if
a) no line count data was retrieved from the cache file,
b) the file is not binary,
c) the revision is not a “delete” action,
d) an earlier revision of the file exists,
e) the earlier revision of the file is not a “delete” action, and
f) no later revision is binary (SVN keeps track of the binary
status of a file for each revision).
The first step getBinaryFiles can only identify binary files
which still exist in the working copy (i.e. they have not been
deleted). Therefore, the binary status is persisted to identify
binary files even if they do not exist in the current working
directory. However, it is still possible that a “diff” operation
may be attempted on a deleted binary file. In this case, the
“diff” operation fails with a “binary file” error message, and
the file is logged in the cache file as binary. The next time, the
“diff” operation will not be attempted anymore.
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counts for some files. Investigating further, we discovered that
the SVN “diff” operation does not produce exactly the same
information as the line counts provided in the CVS log. The
SVN “diff” operation produces minimal differences whereas
the “diff” operation used by CVS log does not.
In addition, we tested on a few other SVN repositories to
verify our parser on varying input sources. However, more
extensive tests need to be performed, especially on large
repositories, to verify our tool’s correctness and performance
implications.

V. CONCLUSION
StatSVN provides LOC metrics for software projects that
use SVN for configuration management. Given time
constraints imposed on our project, we are proud of the open
source extension we have built. We limited our work to
replicating StatCVS’s behavior but have developed the
groundwork for future work on SVN-specific enhancements.
We, therefore, have achieved our main and three secondary
goals identified in section I.
The main enhancement to be made is to move away from
the simplistic view of copy/rename/replace actions and take
advantage of SVN’s intrinsic support for these operations.
While our modifications in this iteration were restrained to the
input layer, this improvement will impact the whole system.
We have also identified performance improvements which
will be listed on the forthcoming website for the StatSVN
project.
Once our tool has been extensively tested, the merger of
StatCVS and StatSVN should be considered. Although
support for both configuration management systems might not
be of great value to the end users, merging the two would
greatly simplify the engine’s evolution from a developer’s
standpoint. Merging the input layers is not a difficult task to
accomplish, as our implementation is very compatible with the
original structure. Indeed, the main challenge incurred by the
merger is related to the future work we have identified above,
as these cross-cutting features impact every layer in the
application.
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